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June Yu-Feng Liu
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Course Description:
This course will help each student to achieve competence in English in the 
four major elements of conversation (as defined by Jack Richards)—＊Content, 
Form, Manner, Control / Management and most important of all to gain 
independence in every possible aspect through a one-year internship. In this 
fall term, we will change our classroom into an open studio at Fu-Jen so that 
each student will be the host (DJ) of a show for at least two times. Also, 
each of you will prepare other things like hot news (what's happening outside 
Taiwan), "Dear Abby"/"Dear Margo"/"Dear..." show, movie discussion, and so on 
to have interactions with the whole class. In this respect, you students will 
all be asked to take charge of your own learning, to do conversation actually 
and be expected to share your language acquisition and creativity with 
others.  I, as the instructor, will certainly help all of you students with 
the class management whenever it is necessary.

Text: None, but handouts will be provided. .

Requirements:  1. Regular attendance, good preparation, active participation, 
mutual respect, and 
                  concentration in class will be regarded as necessities. 
Self-discipline will be
                  greatly appreciated.
               2. No absence is allowed on presentation day. If you do not 
have any good reasons
                  for your absence, you’ll get zero for the presentation. Do 
show up when you are
                  the key speaker—the host, guest, etc. Consult the 
instructor if emergencies
                  arise.
               3. Handouts (outline, summary, vocabulary & studio language 
list, background 
                  information, lyrics, etc.) for both your classmates and me 
the instructor will 
                  be warmly welcomed.
               4. Don’t forget to talk with the instructor before and after 
your presentation.
               5. Remember to talk and interact with others in class as much 
as possible.
               6. Take notes (incorrect sentence patterns, common errors, 
special terminology, 
                  etc.) for your own good.

※ Warning!! ※
   Due to the nature of the course, it is imperative that you students attend 
all classes. If you miss one class, 2 points of your final grade will be 
taken off if excused; 5 if not.

Grading:
Attendance     5%    Participation     15%          Other Presentations 
(Dear.../Hot News) 20%
DJ Shows      45%    Final Exam.       15% 

＊Content (the topics being addressed and how to discuss them: vocabulary, 
functions)
  Form (pronunciation, intonation, stress)
  Manner (conversing with fluency, naturalness, and appropriateness)
  Control / Management (repairing errors, providing feedback, development 




